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Over the course of the last decade the central government of the People’s Republic of China has utilized a national grant system to invest in the research and development of new dual-use cyber capabilities. In order to understand the defense implications of these investments, this research will examine how China is investing resources to develop new cyber capabilities for national security applications. Through the collection of publicly available sources in Mandarin and English, this research will analyze how the Chinese leadership views information technology research and development (R&D), as well as the role cyber R&D plays in China’s various strategic development plans. This work also explores the organizational structure of China’s cyber R&D base. The paper will conclude with a projection of how China might field new cyber capabilities for intelligence platforms, advanced weapons systems, and systems designed to support asymmetric warfare operations.

Introduction

Grants and Cyber Capabilities: A Civil-Military Cocktail

In order to advance national security and economic interests, the government of the PRC is using a national grant system to not only strengthen civil-military cooperation, but also to develop new cyber capabilities. The State High-Technology Research and Development Program (国家高技术研究发展), widely referred to as the 863 Program, is a nation-wide grant system that the central government uses to fund a variety of research and development (R&D) projects deemed to be of critical importance to the country. Through the analysis of how this grant system is being used to R&D inherently dual-use cyber capabilities, it is possible to interpret what types of information technology the Chinese may be seeking to field for C4ISR platforms and advanced weapons systems. However, before an in-depth analysis of these programs can take place, it is necessary to analyze how the Chinese leadership generally approach cyber capabilities.

Strategic Development Plans and Cyber R&D

China’s various strategic development plans provide broad outlines that describe what the country’s IT R&D priorities are for a given period of time. However, the strategies stop short of explicitly stating what technologies should be developed or how R&D funding should be allocated. The highest level versions of these strategies are known as Five-Year Plans (FYP), currently in its 12th iteration (2011-2016). Under the auspices of these FYPs, the Ministry of Science and Technology has released a number of cyber development plans that provide specific
details as to which technologies should be developed. Other plans, like the 2006 National Outline for Medium and Long-Term Science and Technology Development Plan (zhongwen), signal the leadership’s strategic vision for cyber capability development and implementation. Although sometimes bureaucratically isolated, these strategies share two primary objectives: improving indigenous technology innovation and strengthening civilian-military cooperation in the field of cyber research and development.

Medium and Long-Term Science and Technology Development Plan (MLP)

In 2006 the 16th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party commissioned the MLP in order to outline a medium-term (2006-2020) development strategy aimed at increasing the country’s technological capabilities. The backbone of the MLP is a prioritized R&D hierarchy that emphasizes eleven ‘key’ research areas and eight types of ‘frontier technologies’. These areas and frontier technologies range from laser and aeronautics to national defense and public security applications. That said, Chinese policymakers are heavily emphasizing information technology R&D in the MLP. IT is one of only three technologies listed in both ‘key research areas’ and ‘frontier technologies,’ the other two being advanced energy and manufacturing systems.

The MLP goes into incredible detail when discussing how the central government should enhance technical research and development capabilities. Measures advocated include industry-university technology sharing programs, preferential laws for small-medium sized companies developing relevant technologies, and long-term central government financial support for R&D projects. The MLP also states that China’s central government should “vigorously support” university-based frontier technology development, which helps explain why universities are the primary beneficiaries of government IT R&D grants.

Even though the MLP was published in 2006, the majority of cyber systems currently being researched and developed in China closely relate to the IT research priorities outlined in the MLP. Research areas listed in the frontier technologies’ IT section include advanced computing, network and communication systems, virtual reality systems for military applications, and microelectronics. Capabilities that fall under these four categories are also prioritized in China’s other development strategies, including two consecutive Five-Year Plans.

Five-Year Plans (FYPs)

China’s Five-Year Plans (中国五年计划) are comprehensive strategies designed to communicate the leadership’s development priorities to the country’s bureaucracies. Historically FYPs have focused on broad economic and infrastructure development. However since the 11th FYP (2006-2010), China’s industrial policy has become more focused and now primarily
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emphasizes scientific development and ways the central government can support ‘strategic emerging industries,’ which includes next-generation information technology.  

Both the 11th and 12th (2011-15) FYPs emphasize a development strategy centered around the theory of informationization (信息化) and indigenous innovation (自主创新) of high-technologies. Informationization focuses on modernizing China’s IT infrastructure, including industry, military and university capabilities. The FYPs also reemphasize IT R&D priorities outlined in the MLP. Advanced computing, network and communication systems, virtual reality systems, and microelectronics are all discussed. The 12th FYP promotes these MLP priorities by listing capabilities the country should develop from 2011-2015. These technologies include network monitoring and controlling systems, microelectronics for aviation and spaceflight, and cloud computing systems. However, the 12th FYP stops short of listing highly detailed technologies the country should develop. These broadly defined guidelines allow the country’s leadership to evolve and adapt specific R&D priorities each year.

Internet Armies: The PLA & Cyber R&D Strategy

High-ranking officials of the Chinese Communist Party and the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) have identified the electromagnetic spectrum as a “fifth domain of battlespace.” Furthermore, the PLA identifies advancements in information warfare as a revolution in military affairs (军事革命). By doing so the Chinese leadership signaled that operations within cyberspace are to be considered as important to national security as the four physical domains: land, sea, air and space. Chinese state-run media have even called for the central government to fund the PLA’s efforts to develop a cyber warfare unit capable of rivaling any of the “world's [most] advanced Internet armies.” In order to accomplish this mission, media reports indicate that the PLA should focus on recruiting cyber warfare specialists from civilian organizations like universities and research institutes. In this regard Hu Jintao, president of the PRC and chairman of the Central Military Commission, stated that the recruitment and cultivation of talent is a “pillar for the scientific development of China's defense and military.”

As the PLA attempts to advance its capabilities for this new 5th domain, they are receiving support from a variety of organization and entities throughout the country, including the Ministry of Science and Technology. During an interview coinciding with the 2006 release of the MLP, Ma Songde, then the Vice Minister of the Ministry of Science and Technology, stated that research grants should be used to “further strengthen military-civilian interaction and the
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sharing of resources…especially in conjunction and implementation of major projects like supercomputers.” During the same interview Ma went on to state that 863 research grants should be used to “improve high-tech military weaponry and equipment, which is the technological foundation for winning a war being fought under high-tech conditions.” [REF?]

Indigenous Technology Development

Language used in FYPs, the MLP, and by various CCP and PLA officials reveals that Chinese policy makers are using civilian and military organizations to indigenously R&D cyber capabilities. In 2011 Congressional testimony focusing on Chinese espionage and technology, Adam Segal posited that China is employing this strategy in order to decrease dependence on foreign technologies.8 This may be true but other questions remain unanswered. Primarily, why are the Chinese developing specific cyber technologies and how can these new indigenous capabilities be fielded for national security applications? In order to answer these questions, it is necessary to examine exactly what types of capabilities the Chinese are investing in.

863 Program Overview

China’s R&D Grant Programs

China utilizes four national-level grant systems to fund R&D projects deemed to be of critical economic and national security importance. The four grant programs are the State High-Technology Research and Development Program (863), the National Key Basic Research Program (973), the National 242 Information Security Program, and finally the Ministry of State Security’s 115 Program. Each of these grant systems have reportedly funded information technology projects that can be fielded for military applications.9

The four grant programs are not entirely isolated from one another – possible overlap exists. For example, a collection of materials released in 2010/11 by entities associated with the University of Electronic Science and Technology’s School of Computer Science and Engineering reveal potential R&D project overlaps. By combining information from university press releases with student and professor resumes, evidence suggests military-specific IT R&D was simultaneously being conducted with 863 Program grants as well as with funding from the Ministry of State Security’s 115 Program.10
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Classified Military-Specific IT Projects

Established in 1986, the State High-Technology Research and Development Program (863) is a national grant system whose primary objective is to “accelerate China’s high-tech development.” The Ministry of Science and Technology plays a significant administrative role in the day-to-day operations of the Program. However, a so-called “steering group” appears to have a great deal of power managing major issues. The steering group coordinates 863 Program priorities with China’s State Council, the country’s top decision-making body. The group is composed of members from MOST, PLA General Armament Department, the State Administration for Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense (SASTIND), and the Ministry of Finance. The exact bureaucratic power hierarchy within the steering group is ambiguous, but Chinese government sources list the General Armament Department as the sole entity responsible for planning and organizing the 863 Program’s military-specific projects.

Internally, the Program is headed by Director Ma Songde and is organized into a number of expert groups responsible for selecting and administering grant projects. The Committee of Experts (COE) is the key powerbroker within the Program and has 44 members. In regards to IT R&D projects, the COE is divided into three panels – networks and communications, advanced computer technologies and information security technologies. These panels are comprised of individuals from government and industry and appear to be tasked with screening IT R&D grant applications.

The 863 Program differs from China’s other national grant systems, primarily because of its separate and often classified funding for military projects. During a 2006 interview, Program Director Ma Songde stated that 90% of 863’s R&D projects are not classified. His statements are difficult to verify because of the lack of budgetary transparency. For instance, the Program’s published budget for 2009 was roughly 5.1B Renminbi but that number does not include 863 funding earmarked for the R&D of military systems. The specifics of the funding as well as the breadth of the military program’s research is unclear due to redactions of key pieces of information from documents. However, available documents indicate that 863 military-specific grants are funding classified IT R&D projects.
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Cyber Research and Development

863 Program funding is not limited to developing information technologies. The last three FYPs have outlined six so-called “high-tech priority fields,” which are areas Chinese policy makers believe are of strategic national importance. These priority fields are biotechnology, advanced materials technology, manufacturing and automation, energy technology, environment technology and information technology. A sample of publically available 863 Program documents, research proposals, and grant applications confirm that Program funding is being used for projects relating to these six fields. [REF?] These same documents also show that grants worth millions of U.S. dollars are being given to both civilian and military organizations to develop a wide variety of dual-use projects in information technology, some of which seem to support new cyber capabilities with national security applications.

Overview of 863 IT Projects

Since 2008, the 863 Program and the Ministry of Science and Technology have released a string of annual research guidelines and applications that explain what types of cyber technology R&D grants are available. These guidelines are broken down under a hierarchical system of R&D categories, published in Mandarin, and then released to both civilian and military organizations across China. Roughly ten months after MOST releases the guidelines, the 863 Program publishes a report explaining which organizations were awarded grants for that year.

These guidelines and reports offer a unique view into the organizational structure of China’s cyber R&D base. Through the analysis of these reports, it is possible to breakdown which entities are responsible for the R&D of certain technologies. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, they reveal exactly what types of cyber capabilities the Chinese are currently developing.

Core R&D Fields

Since the MLP was published in 2006, the 863 Program’s information technology projects have focused on researching and developing four primary scientific fields: advanced computing, networking and communications, virtual reality, and micro/optoelectronics. These four areas were listed in the 11th and 12th FYPs and appear to represent the apex of China’s IT
R&D priorities. Under the auspices of developing these four core areas, China is also developing an extensive list of potentially dual-use cyber capabilities.

Projects:

Advanced Computing

- Analytics
  - Systems Management Platforms and Applications for (High-Risk/Risky) Open Source Internet Data Extraction, Integration and Analysis
  - Large-scale Chinese (Semantic) Language Information Processing Methods, Technology and Systems
- Multicore Processor Programming and Runtime Support Technologies
  - Trajectory and Process Optimization Software
- Advanced Storage of Large Data
  - Semiconductor-based memory storage systems
  - Efficient storage of meta data
- Cloud Integration
  - Operational monitoring systems
- Simulation Technologies
  - Behavioral Modeling Techniques
  - Designed to automatically model interactions within a 400 square meter operational space

Networking and Communications

- High-speed routing and switching systems
  - Ultra-high Speed (1 Tbps+) Long Distance (1,000km+) Fiber Optic Transmission Systems
  - Ultra-Large Capacity Fiber Optic Switching and Networking Research
- Visible Light Communication (VLC)
  - Non-coherent Light Scattering Distortion Detection
  - Development of Visible Light (380nm-780nm) Communications Systems
  - Indoor Systems
    - Multipath Interference and Link Vulnerability Research
- Security
  - Anti-attack Node Routing Technology
    - Node Communications and Safety
    - Intrusion Tolerance of Malicious Technologies
  - Encryption
- Virtual Reality
- Key Technologies, Techniques and Systems Applications for 3D Content
  - Physical Systems
- Accelerometers
- Electromyography Sensors
  - Designed to Capture Gestures
  - Write Gesture Recognition Algorithms
  - Develop Miniaturized Wearable Gesture Caption Device
- Real-Time Situational Awareness for Digital Methods and Systems
  - Real-time Graphics Rendering Engines
  - Precise Tracking & Positioning Systems
- Large-scale Multi-mode 3D Demonstrations/Displays
  - Helmet Display Systems
    - Horizontal Field of View Greater than 70 Degrees
    - Integration for Immersive Gaming Applications
  - Multisensory Experience Synchronization Control and Displays
  - Large-scale 3D Holographic Displays
- Human-Computer Cooperation Based on Auditory Information Processing and Interaction Technology
  - Precision Natural Feature Tracking and Registration Platforms
  - Non-contact Body Posture Awareness Technologies

Microelectronics

- Field Programmable Logic Devices and Gate Arrays (FPLD/GAs)
- Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (SDRAM)
  - Submicron Liquid Crystal Cell Manufacturing
  - Micro High Resolution (1024x768) LCOS Chips
- Multiband Transceiver Circuits
  - Jam-resistant, block-resistant, and noise-resistant
- Advanced Remote Data Processing Sensors
  - Hyperspectral-imaging applications
- Internal and External High-precision Navigation Technology

China’s Cyber R&D Base: Civil-Military Integration

The strength of the China’s cyber R&D base lies within its hybrid civil-military organizational structure. Chinese policy makers recognize the dual-use role of cyber capabilities and openly advocate utilizing the 863 Program’s research base to develop new technologies. This has allowed the government to openly distribute 863 R&D funds to civilian organizations so that they can develop potential national security applications. For example, many of China’s top civilian universities and research institutes are simultaneously developing cyber technologies with entities associated with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and the Ministry of Public
Furthermore, Chinese policy makers are seeking to incorporate university-industry and military-industry collaborations into the cyber R&D base by awarding information technology R&D grants to state-owned enterprises and private companies.

Civilian Universities and Research Institutes

China’s central government is employing civilian universities and research institutes to research and develop dual-use cyber systems. The 863 Program has designed a hierarchical grant management system incorporating the Ministry of Education, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the Ministry of Public Security. And although the exact relationship between these organizations and the 863 Program remains unclear, these three organizations have been designated “recommended divisions” tasked with overseeing the “primary units” responsible for the actual R&D of a capability.

863 grant funding is also being distributed directly to provincial level Ministries of Science and Technology. Once at the provincial ministry level, funding patterns suggest that cyber R&D grants are being awarded to computer science schools at local science and technology universities. This differs from 863 grants administered by the Ministry of Education, who in 2012 tended to award grants to China’s top-tier universities (such as Beijing, Renmin, Tsinghua, Shanghai Jiaotong, etc.).

Industry

Many of China’s largest telecommunications companies, including ZTE, Huawei, Haige and China Electronics Technology Group have received 863 IT R&D grants. This is partially a result of the Chinese leadership advocating the development of civil-commercial-military cyber R&D parks. These parks, commonly referred to as high-tech development zones, are massive areas where high-tech companies and research institutes can enjoy a preferential business environment. Parks like the Wuhan East Lake High-Tech Zone are home to a wide variety of organizations that received 863 cyber R&D grants in 2012, including the Wuhan Institute of Posts and Telecommunications and the ZTE Corporation. (Both Wuhan Institute and ZTE were awarded funds from the same grant category to develop fiber optic switch and network applications.)

In 2012, multiple municipal-level science and technology commissions (STCs) awarded 863 grants to both private and semi-autonomous companies located within that municipality’s jurisdiction. Examples of this include the Chongqing STC administering a grant given to China
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Electronic Technology Group’s 24th Research and Development Institute, and the Shenzhen Trade, Industry, and Information Technology Commission being the ‘recommended division’ overseeing a grant awarded to Huawei Technologies. These STCs play a major role in administering national 863 grants to local research institutions because they are “responsible for the formulation of the budget [for] local scientific and technological funds…and the supervision and administration of their use.” 27 Although the exact relationships between STCs and the majority of companies they have recommended receive 863 funds are unknown, it is worth noting that allegations of corruption are associated with some of China’s municipal-level STCs. 28

People’s Liberation Army

Numerous PLA-sponsored organizations have received 863 grants to R&D dual-use cyber projects, including universities and the offices of the General Staff Department. As for academic institutions, the primary universities receiving grants are the PLA National University of Defense Technology and the PLA Information Engineering University – both of which report directly to the PLA General Staff Department[REF?]. The schools operate robust computer science programs that have received grants to R&D projects associated with 863’s four core IT priorities.

National University of Defense Technology (NUDT)

Having been recognized by the State Council for its cyber developments in the fields of space technologies and high-performance computer systems, NUDT (国防科学技术大学) is one the primary national defense research institutions in China. The university emphasizes a doctrine called “Joint-Training,” which focuses on training PLA officers for “informationized warfare” (信息化战争). 29 Through this training, dozens of research projects related to military applications are currently being pursued at the university. Although the majority of these projects are not being funded by 863 grants, NUDT has been awarded 863 funding to R&D microelectronics, information security technology, and virtual reality platforms. The specifics of these awarded grants have not yet been published but NUDT is currently developing a number of relevant military applications, including unmanned aerial vehicle and satellite control systems, target recognition software, and cryptography. 30

Information Engineering University (IEU)

Established after a 1999 merger of two PLA research institutes, the Information Engineering University works on a breath of projects ranging from geographic information systems to cyber security. As for IT R&D, IEU has been awarded a variety of 863 grants. 31
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regards to the dual-use nature of these grants, IEU prides itself on its military research strengths and “rejects any scientific research programs that have little relation with the actual combat.”

Since the university is reluctant to accept non-military related research projects, yet they are recipients of 863 grants, it is probable that IEU’s 863 grants are solely being used to fund the R&D of the PLA’s cyber capabilities.

**Technical Readiness Levels**

Through the analysis of China’s R&D priorities and technical readiness levels (TRLs), it is possible to project what new cyber capabilities the Chinese might field for intelligence platforms and weapons systems. TRL assessments eliminate some speculation about operational capabilities because they help distinguish field-ready applications from projects in the infant stages of R&D. That said, this research will focus on China’s near-term C4ISR capabilities that can be fielded for signals intelligence (SIGINT) and geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) platforms. The section will conclude with an examination of how China may incorporate new cyber technologies in advanced weapons systems designed to increase the PLA’s asymmetric warfare capabilities.

**SIGINT Systems**

Of the 863 Program’s four key research priorities, projects being developed under the auspices of advanced computing and networking/communications are the most relevant for signals intelligence. R&D projects focusing on advanced information analytics have the potential to significantly impact the way China’s foreign and domestic intelligence ministries collect and analyze information.

The 863 Program has awarded multiple grants to universities and research institutes across China for the development of natural language processing systems. Such artificial intelligence platforms allow computers to extract meaningful data from human language input systems (IE a computer monitoring a telephone conversation and red flagging the data when a certain word was spoken). According to 863 grant applications the Chinese are looking to develop these technologies for Mandarin language processing. These systems could be used to better monitor domestic SIGINT traffic for surveillance and information control purposes. That said, if China is capable of fielding analytical platforms for Mandarin, it is possible that the systems could be reconfigured for foreign language monitoring capabilities. This is a logical progression because it is more difficult to develop
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systems that monitor tonal languages like Chinese than it is develop similar systems for non-tonal languages (English, Japanese, German, etc.).

A 2009 grant application calls for the development and demonstration of different platforms capable of controlling and monitoring computer networks. The application lists dozens of technologies but the most relevant for near-term field-ready SIGINT capabilities concerns a system utilizing deep packet inspections (DPIs) for data exfiltration. DPIs are commonly used as a network management tool because they monitor data as it flows through a network, often for virus and spam detection. However, DPIs can also be utilized for SIGINT capabilities like data mining, eavesdropping and censorship.

The 2009 application specifically calls for the development of a system that utilizes DPIs for network analysis and data extraction. More specifically, a multidimensional data extraction platform capable of characterizing user behaviors, monitoring and modeling the physical characteristics of data, and classifying languages. China could field such a system for foreign SIGINT intereceptions, monitoring and analysis.

Geospatial Intelligence Systems

Throughout the 11th and 12th Five-Year periods, the 863 Program has been tasked with researching and developing projects related to Earth observation and navigation technologies. Within this R&D category, 863 grants are being awarded to develop cyber capabilities designed to support geospatial systems. Many of these cyber technologies can be used for both civilian space purposes as well as for the deployment, collection and analysis of geospatial C4ISR platforms and military systems.

The majority of cyber technologies being developed for geospatial projects concern navigation and positioning systems, remote sensing, and geographic information systems. Capabilities being funded by 863 to support these systems include high-performance parallel computing and debugging applications, heterogeneous data integration platforms, and highly advanced microelectronics.
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In regards to microelectronics, the 863 Program emphasizes the R&D of reconfigurable circuits and radio frequency-field programmable gate arrays (RF-FPGAs). Since 2008, 863 has highlighted the importance of “enhancing [China’s] wireless communication chips” for geospatial applications. The Program has funded reprogrammable radio frequency circuits, data conversion circuits and signal conversion technologies. 863 applications assert that many of these technologies are being developed to support the second-generation Beidou satellite navigation systems. Although this is plausible, some of these electronics can also be fielded in other military and intelligence collection satellites.

A 2012 report concerning grants awarded to R&D GIS technologies reveals that China is currently funding the production of advanced remote data processing sensors, hyperspectral-imaging applications, and interoperable satellite communications systems. The grant states that hyperspectral-imaging systems are to be used in satellites but stops short of saying whether the satellites are oriented for military or civilian purposes. If designed for geospatial C4ISR platforms, advanced space-based sensors can be used for terrain analysis as well as to automatically detect and identify a hidden target’s radiation signature. Additionally, these sensors will provide the Chinese with the capability to detect what type of material a target is made of. Even though the technical readiness level of the overall system is currently unverifiable, the fact that the Chinese are funding the production of working sensors reveals that the capability may be deployable by 2015.

863 Program grants are also funding the development of jam-resistant global positioning systems (GPS) capabilities for China’s satellites. Since 2008, grant applications have sought “jam-resistant and block-resistant” multiband transceiver circuits for satellites. Additionally, grants have funded R&D for noise elimination and suppression technologies used in radio-frequency integrated circuitry. The exact technical readiness levels for these technologies remains unknown, but it is possible to project how China may field such capabilities.

The development and deployment of advanced block-resistant circuitry and transceivers reduces the vulnerability of China’s military and commercial satellites to electronic jamming measures. Outside of geospatial systems, such technologies could potentially be fielded in highly advanced weapons systems that rely heavily on GPS (ex. smart bombs, drones, soldier’s handheld GPS devices, etc.). By deploying these technologies the Chinese may be capable of effectively operating satellites and weapons systems even
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when they are under attack by hostile jammers. As noted in this scenario, the 863 Program’s R&D of cyber technologies have broad implications that reach far beyond C4ISR capabilities.

Asymmetrical Warfare & Cyber Capabilities

The 863’s current cyber R&D projects have the potential to directly impact China’s asymmetric warfare capabilities. Microelectronics, simulation modeling platforms, and a variety of software applications can be fielded in advanced military systems designed to increase China’s power projection and anti-access capabilities.

Many of the technologies listed under the C4ISR section can also be fielded in both traditional and asymmetrical warfare systems. For example, hyperspectral imaging sensors can be used to detect the deployment of chemical warfare agents as well as in surveillance cameras on UAVs and targeting systems on signature detecting/guided air-to-air, air-to-ground and ground-to-air missiles. China could potentially field these sensors for anti-ship ballistic missiles (ASBM) systems, which would strengthen the PLA’s ability to detect, track and strike a moving warship.

Outside of hyperspectral sensors, 863 grants are funding the development of other technologies that can be used in ASBM systems. The Program has provided funding through 2014 for the development of ‘fully functional’ synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems and support systems like high-resolution image processing applications and image matching software. Broadly speaking, SAR capabilities will allow China to collect geospatial intelligence during inclement weather and nighttime. Specifically for ASBM systems, if China can effectively field SAR applications they may be capable of producing “fire and forget” missiles that utilize automated target recognition software. It is important to note that the 863 Program is not the only organization currently developing technologies.
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Conclusions

Understanding how the 863 Program works reveals what cyber capabilities Chinese policy makers believe are of critical importance to the country. From the 2006 MLP through the 11th and 12th Five-Year Plans, China has utilized the 863 Program to R&D four key technological areas: advanced computing, networks and communications, virtual reality, and microelectronics. These are incredibly broad topics but through the analysis of what projects the 863 Program is funding in any given year, it is possible to identify which specific technologies China is most interested in developing. Additionally, grant applications reveal the technical readiness levels for high-priority systems like navigation and guidance chips, remote sensing platforms, and language analytics.

As China mobilizes and restructures its military to fight in asymmetric combat, the cyber R&D base will play a critical role in the development of C4ISR platforms and advanced weaponry. Following the 863 Program’s openly distributed and classified military-specific grants reveal the deep scope of civil-military integration (CMI) within China’s cyber R&D base. Dozens of universities, military organizations and intelligence ministries are all receiving funds to R&D dual-use cyber capabilities. CMI is rampant, constantly encouraged by high-ranking officials, and most importantly offering the PLA a springboard to advance military interests.

China is utilizing a clandestine funding system to bankroll the R&D of military-specific cyber capabilities in the civilian and industrial spheres. These capabilities have the potential to directly impact how China’s intelligence ministries and the People’s Liberation Army operate. As 863 projects administered from 2008-2010 become field-ready, China’s C4ISR and weapons platforms will grow stronger and more robust.
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